Satin Doll

Words by Johnny Mercer

Music by Duke Ellington and Billy Strayhorn
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\[ \text{Dm7} \quad \text{G7} \quad \text{Dm7} \quad \text{G9} \quad \text{Em7} \quad \text{A7} \]

Cigarettes, shall we go out skipping? Over her shoulder,

A7

Careful, a minute,

Em7

She's no body's fool so I'm playing it cool as can be.

A9

Speaks Lat in that sitting doll.

Am7

Out sitting that sitting doll.

D9

You're flip pin',

Ab9

That sitting that sitting doll.

C6/9

Careful, a minute,

G7sus4

She's no body's fool so I'm playing it cool as can be.

C9

Speaks Lat in that sitting doll.

G7sus4

Out sitting that sitting doll.

C9

You're flip pin',

F6

That sitting that sitting doll.

F

Careful, a minute,
give it a whirl but I ain't for no girl catching me,

Swich e roon ey. Tel e phone num bers well you know,

Do ing my rhum bas with u no

And that 'n my sat in doll.